U. S. Coast Survey Crown Point South Base

South Base Monument

“ Sub – Mark ”

So. Base sketches by Colvin ,
and his Triangulation Maps
from Reports
( Original 1872 U.S.C.S. description ‐
reprinted on a U.S. N.G.S. Data sheet )

“Section”
South Base
U. S. C. S. sketch

Colvin sketch

From the Crown Point
South base, Colvin turned
angles to Bald Peak, and
Snake Hill, Vt. – using the
Crown Point North Base
as a back‐sight.

Traversing Ed Robinson’s
fields – for 1,148’ to Mon.

Crown Point South Base Monument
‐ as found ‐
– covered with moss, and forest debris
‐ resembling an ordinary stone, but
verified by a N.G.S. Witness Post sign
on a nearby tree .
Cleaning the monument
with wire brush (RWB)

Bonnie Schaller and
Bert Winne take one
last look at the
monument before
leaving

Details of inscriptions
“1872” & “USCS”

Jim Schaller
and Jim Jennings
take a break (RWB)

Returning to our vehicles
across the fields
The bolt in top center is gone, and rock chipped off
After crossing the old stone wall, we
almost immediately found the Crown Point
South Reference Marker No. 2 – in bedrock.
A search for the second (RM‐1) failed to find
it‐ 108’ out from the monument in thick brush.
Also‐ using a metal detector, no evidence of any
iron ring‐bolts were found.

Photo by Richard Bennett

We had been told that the Azimuth Point for this
Station‐ by Burdick’s RR Crossing – had been
destroyed, and is buried in railroad ballast.

Crossing the old stone wall
marking the property line
between Ed Robinson’s
and
Adam Skinner’s lands.

Remains of the
tree cut down
for the sight –
( by the old
stone wall )

Ed Robinson related this story: Not too long ago a “Surveyor” (name forgotten)
wanted to occupy Crown Point South – and sight the Port Henry Water Tower
( Coordinated by the USC&GS). A large dead tree on Ed’s side of the stone wall
blocked the sight, so Ed promptly cut it down – and the sight was completed.

Crown Point - South Base

( 3 photos of the Crew listening to Ed Robinson
‐ courtesy of Pat Wells )

Mr. Ed Robinson
welcomes , and addresses
the Colvin Crew

Mr. Ed Robinson greeted us upon our
return from visiting the Crown Point South Base
Monument. He was friendly , and eager to relate
the history of his farm ( going back to c. 1830 ),
and the immediate area .
We again thanked him for letting us use his driveway
to park ‐ and go across his fields ‐ to the woods beyond.
I also asked him to thank his neighbor ‐ Adam Skinner –
who owns the land south of the old stone wall – where
the Crown Point South Monument was Recovered.
‐JWS

For our last stop ‐ some of the crew climbed up the walkway of the Crown Point Bridge to its crest ‐ at the State Line marker (NY/VT) .
We viewed Hospital & Chimney Points in Vermont, the Crown Point Lighthouse, and the views up and down the Lake ‐ in general.
Another Colvin Crew Recovery was ended – and deemed a success !
the Colvin Crew
on the
Crown Point
Bridge
over
Lake Champlain
May 11, 2019
In 1876, Colvin returned to Crown Point. He was determined to complete the Line – of – Sight between the Crown Point Lighthouse,
and the Barber’s Point Lighthouse, ‐ which a jutting promontory in Vermont had blocked.
“ I now returned to the shore of Lake Champlain to ascertain the extent of forest interfering in the range of sight between the extremities of the
baseline or Coast Survey triangle side , terminating at the Crown Point and Barbers Point lighthouses; and to make arrangements with the
owner of the land for the removal of the forest. The distance between the stations was over eight miles, a great portion over water ; and the total
amount of timber to be cut on the intervening lands was unknown, as well as the precise direction or line of sight along which the cutting
must be made to make the signals intervisible ”
( - Verplanck Colvin )
After some marking on both sides the wooded peninsula , he finally had a good line marked out for cutting. Then he had to deal with refraction as well.
Then the sight between the Lighthouses was at last complete, and Primary Triangle No. 1 was finished. This was the most complex of his three
Primary Triangles ‐ with two Substations at Crown Point, one at Barbers Point, the two Lighthouses, the Coast Survey’s two Base Stations, Bald Peak,
and some other Survey Signal Stations sighted.
Slide from my PowerPoint Program
on Lake Champlain –
from the Surveyors Historical Society
Rendezvous at Lake George – 2016 ,
and the N.Y.S.A.P.L.S. annual Conference
in Albany N. Y. ‐ 2018 ,
(from a photo taken from the Bridge over Lake Champlain )
‐ JWS

In Conclusion - Recovery No. 34 Report Respectfully Submitted - Jim Schaller

Bald Peak,
and the Lake Champlain Bridge
from Crown Point Lighthouse
( 2018 )
JWS

